
Order of Adjectives

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

They entered a _____________ room with benches ranged about the
walls, and brought him before a man at a desk.
1.

(large/bare)

Their habit was to be shabby, though neat; now, there was no one on the
terrace as beautifully dressed as this _____________ woman and the slim
little girl.

2.

(young/tall)

____________ souls will be punished in various ways.3. (bad/other)

This is not merely necessary, but it is the ________________ way by
which we can get either the one or the other.
4.

(possible/only)

Seeing this, and being quite exhausted by the excitement of the
___________ hours, the little girl decided that sleep would be the best thing
to restore her strength and the easiest way in which she could pass the time.

5.

(few/past)

We had scarcely sat down before we heard a noise like the swaying up of
guns, or some ______________ articles, from the hold.
6.

(heavy/other)

All through, no doubt, there was a certain melancholy pride in her
________________ strength.
7.

(spiritual/own)

We require ____________ copies of the original design.8. (such/many)

Now, ________________ action is what characters do, at once contrary,
as it were, to expectation, and yet because they have already done other
things.

9.

(true/dramatic)

So again with our improved breeds of cattle and sheep, early maturity,
including the early development of the teeth, and with certain breeds of fowl
the early appearance of ___________________ characters, all come under
the same head of inheritance at corresponding periods.

10.

(sexual/secondary)

He had swam on shore, but the _____________ fellow was drowned, and
he himself was almost exhausted when met by the party who brought him
back.

11.

(other/poor)
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A ______________ cloister connects the cathedral with the university.12.
(Gothic/fine)

On the left of the entrance was a _____________ room entered through a
lofty archway.
13.

(large/open)

Their declaration of rights will give you their ________________ views.14.
(other/general)

He had been with Anthony for several years, and had won for himself in
the course of ____________ voyages, a footing of familiarity, which was to be
expected with a man of Anthony's character.

15.

(many/long)

__________________ naturalists have of late published their belief that a
multitude of reputed species in each genus are not real species; but that other
species are real, that is, have been independently created.

16.

(several/eminent)

_____________ doorways lead into the interior of the church.17. (other/fine)

Without benefiting the person whom it would be designed to aid, it might
produce ____________________ mischief.
18.

(serious/political)

She took her _______________ scissors, cut up a piece of silk, and made
a pretty little bag of it.
19.

(golden/great)

Then my __________________ aunt came into our presence.20.
(right/honorable)
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